
Nuclear reaction and Structure e�ects near and beyondthe �-stability lineMahesh Kumar1�1School of Physics and Material Sciences,Thapar University, Patiala-147004, INDIAThe atomic nucleus is a strongly attract-ing, many body quantum mechanical system,which exhibit various shapes and excitationmodes. Many theories and experiments havebeen employed to explore the behavior of nu-clear systems. From last few decades, the ad-vancements in experimental techniques haveenriched the knowledge related to new exoticphenomenons like extension in dripline, oneor two neutron/proton halo, neutron skin andbubble e�ect in density pro�le, vanishing ofshell closer e�ect and existence of new magic-ity etc. The comparison of nuclear propertiesbetween stable and unstable nuclear systemshave been provide better insight of such exoticnuclei.In the present thesis, I intended to explorereaction and structure e�ects of nuclear sys-tems from �� stability line to drip line re-gion in consideration of above discussed is-sues. In this regard, the well known Glauberapproach [1] is used to investigate the reac-tion dynamics, whereas structural propertiesof nuclei are estimated by two di�erent mean�eld formalisms i.e. relativistic mean �eld [2]and non-relativistic mean �eld [3]. The mainadvantage of mean �eld formalisms is the de-duction of bulk properties of nuclei by selfconsistent manner. The bulk properties likebinding energy, root mean square matter andcharge radius, quadrupole deformation, nu-cleon separation energy, single particle energy,nucleonic density distribution of light mass tomedium mass nuclei are studied using aboveformalisms.In the �rst part of the thesis, I have stud-ied bulk properties of various isotopes of Be�Electronic address: maheshphy82@gmail.com

to Ar nuclei using both relativistic and non-relativistic mean �eld formalisms [4]. As thebulk properties of nuclei depend on the choiceof force parameters in mean �led formalisms.So the parameters NLSH, NL3/NL3* in RMFand SLy4, SkI4 in HF approaches are used onsome test cases for the evaluation of the bulkproperties. Another choice of the bosonic andthe fermionic model space is also important forthe estimation of bulk properties of exotic nu-clei in mean �eld formalisms. The scrutinizingof the optimal limit has been tested throughthe variation of NF = NB from 6 to 20 for thetest cases of 36Si isotopes. The rest calcula-tions of all set of nuclei are taken care by thischoice of fermionic and bosonic model spaceand selected parameters sets. The predictedresults are also compared with the experimen-tal data. The comparison between the calcu-lated values and available experimental datasuggests that both the formalisms are capa-ble to reproduce bulk properties to a reason-able extent. Whereas comparative look of ourstudy suggest that the RMF shows superiorityover the non-relativistic mean �eld approach.One can also conclude from this analysis that,the accuracy of the predicting power of RMFgets enhanced with an increase of mass num-ber of nuclei. The role of BCS pairing is an-other factor which may contribute to enhancethe accuracy of bulk properties of unstable nu-clei. Hence the e�ect of BCS pairing is alsostudied for isotopes of Ne, Mg and Si nuclei[4].The density distribution of nuclear system isextremely important for the reaction dynam-ics and related structure analysis. Hence den-sity distributions of Be-Ar isotopes have beenanalysed in the frame-work of the mean �eldformalisms. The Depletion factor of these den-sities are also examined and bubble e�ect for22O, 23F, 34Si, 36S, 36Ar and 46Ar nuclei in
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light mass region is studied and the prominentcases showing bubble e�ects are identi�ed as22O, 23F, 34Si and 46Ar [4]. Such e�ect is ofhuge relevance for studying the nuclear struc-ture in the drip-line and the superheavy massregion.In second part of the thesis, we have extendedour study through reaction cross sections oflight mass nuclei using Glauber model withdensities from relativistic and non-relativisticmean �eld formalisms. In �rst step the den-sities are converted in the form of GaussiancoeÆcients for the order of 2 and 4 Gaussianusing RMF and HF densities before feedingin Glauber model. The sensitivity of con-verted densities has been checked with theRMF and HF densities in terms of their den-sity pro�les and the estimated values of reac-tion cross sections. The �ttings appear betterwith 2-Gaussian form for RMF as compared tothe 4-Gaussian form, whereas a reverse trendis observed for the non-relativistic mean �elddensities. The comparative analysis suggeststhat both the formalisms are competent witha relative edge for RMF densities over non-relativistic mean �eld formalism. The defor-mation or deformed structure of nuclei is ex-pected to a�ect the reaction dynamics, so ane�ort is made to address such e�ect in the con-text of dynamical evolution of the nuclear sys-tems [4]. The role of deformations is analyzedthrough deformed densities by carrying out acomparative analysis using spherical densitiesof same set of nuclei. Structure e�ect on thereaction cross sections are also analyzed byconsidering variable target projectile combi-nations.We have further extended our research forsome of the halo nuclei i.e. 6He, 11Li, 11Be,15C, 19C, 22C, 23O and 31Ne [4]. The esti-mated values of bulk properties are comparedwith the available experimental data. Thedensities obtained from two completely di�er-ent sources have been used in the extendedGlauber model (GMMB) for an evaluation of�R over the energy range. The results ob-tained from both the RMF and Hartree-Fockformalisms are well compared with the exper-imental data with an edge for the simple e�ec-

tive interaction (SEI-I). A systematic study ofthe Glauber formalism has been used for theinvestigation of the structure/shape of 31Nehalo candidate. An analysis of the reactioncross section and one neutron removal crosssection based on our study also support thehalo status of 31Ne nucleus.Further, in reference to a newly discoveredhalo nucleus of 37Mg, we have compared theground state properties of Mg isotopes withRMF formalism and also studied the reactioncross sections of these isotopes taken as pro-jectile from the valley of stability to drip lineregion at Eproj=240 MeV/nucleon. We ob-served a nice agreement of estimated groundstate properties using RMF densities with theexperimental data, except the case of 37Mg.The systematic variation of skin e�ect param-eter is used in order to see the e�ect on densitypro�le and reaction cross sections. A studyof an angular elastic di�erential cross sectionfor 34�38Mg and further a investigation withGlauber two body calculation also supportsthe halo status of 37Mg [4].AcknowledgmentsI am very much thankful to Prof. S. K.Patra and Prof. Manoj K. Sharma for theirguidance and moral support for completion ofthis task.References[1] R. J. Glauber, Phys. Rev. 100, 242 (1955);B. Abu-Ibrahim et al., Comput. Phys.Commun, 151, 369 (2003).[2] S. K. Patra and C. R. Praharaj, Phys.Rev. C 44, 2552 (1991).[3] E. Chabanat et al., Nucl. Phys. A 627,710 (1997).[4] Mahesh K. Sharma, M. S. Mehta and S.K. Patra, Int. J. Mod. Phys. E, 22, 135005(2013); R. N. Panda, Mahesh K. Sharmaand S. K. Patra, Mod. Phys. Lett. A 29,1450013 (2014); Mahesh K. Sharma, R. N.Panda, Manoj K. Sharma and S. K. Patra,Chinese Phys. C 39, 064102 (2015); Ma-hesh K. Sharma and S. K. Patra, Phys.Rev. C 87, 044606 (2013); Mahesh K.Sharma, R. N. Panda, Manoj K. Sharmaand S. K. Patra, Phys. Rev. C 93, 014322(2016).
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